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This release includes data and information necessary to perform independent analyses of the COHERENT
result presented in Akimov et al. [1], arXiv:1708.01294 [nucl-ex]. Data is shared in a binned, text-based
format, including both “signal” and “background” regions, so that counts and associated uncertainties can
be quantitatively calculated for the purpose of separate analyses. This document describes the included
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information and its format, offering some guidance on use of the data. Accompanying code examples show
basic interaction with the data using Python.

1. Overview
1.1. How to access this data release
The data release, this document, and accompanying code examples are available in two locations: at http:
//coherent.ornl.gov/data and also on Zenodo (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1228631) with an accompanying
Git repository available at https://code.ornl.gov/COHERENT/codeExamples_dataRelease_april2018.
See Sec. 5.1 for how to cite this data. Future releases from the COHERENT Collaboration will be shared
in a similar fashion and will have release-specific documentation.
1.2. Summary of release materials
• Data
–
–
–
–

Coincidence region data, beam on
Coincidence region data, beam off
Anti-coincidence region data, beam on
Anti-coincidence region data, beam off

• SNS-related backgrounds
– Beam-exposure normalized PDF describing photoelectron distribution expected from prompt neutrons created by the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)
• Calibration
– 241 Am light-yield calibration
– Quenching-factor measurement data points
• Experimental parameters
– SNS beam exposure, distance to target, detector mass, etc.
– CsI[Na] acceptance efficiency
– Arrival-time distributions for signals associated with prompt, SNS neutrons and CEνNS events
from both the prompt and delayed neutrino populations
1.3. Select tabulated values
In some cases, the information included here is represented by single values and associated uncertainty.
For simplicity, some of these values are tabulated in Tab. 1, but are also included in a format similar to
other data to enable automated reading of these values. The complete list of “single-value” parameters are
compiled in a YAML file as described in Sec. 3.2.
2. Detailed description of the release
This release includes information which can be broadly sorted into the following categories:
Data The actual data, representing both SNS beam-on and beam-off periods and including, in both cases,
the coincidence and anti-coincidence regions of the waveform (discussed below; see also Fig. 1)
SNS-related backgrounds PDF describing the contributions expected from promptly arriving, SNSproduced neutrons
Calibration Information relating to the signal yield expected from the CsI[Na] detector in electron-equivalent
energy and information related to the translation from nuclear-recoil energy into electron-equivalent
energy
Experimental parameters Information related to SNS operation, neutrino production, and signal timing,
including timing distributions for beam-related signal components
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Parameter

Unit

Value

Decay-at-rest neutrino production
SNS beam exposure
CsI[Na] quenching factor
CsI[Na] light yield at 59.54 keVee

ν / flavor / SNS proton
GW-hr
%
PE / keVee

0.08 ± 0.008
7.47594
8.78 ± 1.66
13.348 ± 0.019

Table 1: Limited sample of parameters which can be expressed as single values. Parameters such as these are contained in a
YAML file included in the data release; an example Python script is included which reads this file and prints out the list of all
included parameters (see Sections 3.2 and 4). The quenching factor, a subject of considerable importance and the dominant
uncertainty in the analysis of Akimov et al. [1], was determined based on COHERENT measurements in addition to literature
values (see supplemental materials of Ref. [1]).
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Figure 1: An example waveform from the CsI[Na] detector acquired during the CEνNS search at the SNS. The coincidence
(C) and anti-coincidence (AC) regions are highlighted, as well as the time at which the SNS timing signal triggered the DAQ
system (labeled POT). The C and AC regions both include a pretrace (PT) and region-of-interest (ROI). Information from the
pretrace is not included in this release, but is encoded in the included signal acceptance efficiency. Figure from Reference [2].

2.1. Data
The data is presented as a binned, two-dimensional histogram, representing the arrival time of the signal
in the CsI[Na] detector and the number of photoelectrons present in the signal. In correspondence with the
finest binning presented in Akimov et al. [1], the bin widths are 0.5 µs and 2 PE for the arrival time and
photoelectron axes, respectively.
For each trigger to the DAQ, the waveform is divided into two equal-length regions, described here:
Coincidence (C) The region of the waveform where signals associated with the SNS beam (both neutrinos
as well as neutrons) are expected; could be referred to as “signal” region
Anti-coincidence (AC) A region of the waveform where no contribution from the SNS beam is expected ;
could be considered a “background” region
Data for each of these regions is included in this release; Fig. 1 shows a waveform acquired during the CEνNS
search and graphically depicts the C and AC regions. Both the C and AC regions have an accompanying
pretrace region (denoted PT in Fig. 1); these pretraces are used to reject events which do not pass certain
quality cuts, and may for instance show contamination from afterglow associated with a preceding event
lying outside of the waveform. The effect of these pretrace cuts, in addition to other data quality cuts, are
included in this data release via the acceptance efficiency Eq. (1) and its parameter values.
The SNS continues to provide timing signals during periods when no beam is incident upon the target.
Consequently, data was collected using the same trigger configuration during both beam-on and beam-off
periods. Data from both of these periods is included, representing both the coincidence and anti-coincidence
regions.
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Figure 2: Quenching factor data for CsI[Na]. The values from the COHERENT Collaboration are included in this release. Data
from Park et al. [4] and Guo et al. [5] was extracted from the original works. Figure appears in Reference [3], adapted from
Akimov et al. [1].

2.2. SNS backgrounds
As discussed in Akimov et al. [1], there are several background features that must be accounted for
when analyzing the CEνNS search data. The beam-on, AC region data informs a model for the steady-state
background component (see Refs. [1, 3] and Sec. 5.2), but another component which must be accounted for
is that associated with neutrons produced by the SNS.
Making use of additional measurements at the SNS, a probability distribution function describing the
expected recoil-energy distribution associated with prompt SNS neutrons was produced; this PDF is included
in the data release. The methods by which this PDF was derived are outside the scope of this discussion;
for details, see the supplementary materials of Ref. [1].
This prompt-neutron PDF is included as a beam-exposure normalized distribution in photoelectron space
(i.e., it is in units of Counts / bin / GW-hr) with 1-PE bin widths. The binning is slightly different from that
of the data included in this release; the finer binning of the prompt-neutron distribution allows application
of the analysis acceptance described in Sec. 2.4 in a manner consistent with the analysis of Akimov et al.
[1]. The timing distribution of these events is also included and discussed in Sec. 2.4.1.
2.3. Calibration
Calibration information is included which describes the response of the CsI[Na] detector to incident
neutrons and γ-rays. An 241 Am source was used to determine the light yield of the CsI[Na] detector at the
full-energy peak of 59.54 keV (see Ref. [2] or the supplementary materials of Ref. [1] for more details about
these calibrations). In the analysis of Ref. [1], the yield at this data point was extrapolated linearly to 0,
providing the functional light-yield estimate.
The 241 Am calibration describes the light yield in terms of electron-equivalent energies. CEνNS signals are
produced by nuclear recoils, so a conversion from keVnr (nuclear recoil energy) to keVee (electron equivalent
energy) must be made. This is facilitated by the quenching factor, which was measured by two experiments
conducted within the COHERENT Collaboration (see Refs. [2, 3] for extensive discussion).
Analysis presented in Akimov et al. [1] was based on an energy independent treatment of the QF. We
include here the value used for the previous analysis and also include the data points measured by the
COHERENT groups, allowing for alternative treatments of QF parameterization.
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Figure 3: Acceptance efficiency curve for CsI[Na] analysis described by Equation (1). From supplementary materials of Akimov
et al. [1].

2.4. Experimental parameters
The processing and analysis of the CsI[Na] data imposed an acceptance efficiency in terms of the photoelectron content of the signal x which can be described by
f (x) =

a
Θ(x − 5) ,
1 + exp (−k (x − x0 ))

(1)

where Θ(x) is a modified Heaviside step function and the parameters have values [2]
a = 0.6655+0.0212
−0.0384 ,
k = 0.4942+0.0335
−0.0131 ,
x0 = 10.8507+0.1838
−0.3995 ,
and are treated as uncorrelated. The function Θ(x) is


0
Θ(x) = 0.5


1

defined as
x < 5,
5 ≤ x < 6,
x ≥ 6.

Figure 3 shows this curve and a Python implementation of the efficiency is offered as function csiEfficiency
in the example code, specifically in file coherent readPromptPDF.py. This acceptance function was applied
to binned models in photoelectron space with a bin width of 1 PE; for each bin, the effective acceptance was
taken as the value of Eq. (1) at the bin center (e.g., 0.5 PE for 1 PE signals, 1.5 PE for 2 PE signals, etc).
Details such as distance to target, target mass, and information needed to calculate the neutrino flux are
all included in this data release. For a full list of the included parameters, use the included Python script
coherent readParameters.py to parse the included YAML file which contains this information; this will
print out a list of the parameters in the collection.
2.4.1. Energy and time distributions of SNS neutrinos
Analyses of the CEνNS data can be strengthened by use of both energy and timing information. The
distribution in time of SNS protons arriving on the target was extracted from the SNS diagnostics system
and an average of the distribution observed over the course of the data acquisition period was used to inform
distributions of beam-related signal components. Distributions in arrival-time space for the prompt-neutron
background along with the CEνNS populations, both prompt and delayed, are included in this release.
Examples of these timing distributions can be seen in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Timing distributions for neutrino interactions at the CsI[Na] detector at the SNS. The prompt neutrino component,
drawn as a dotted, teal line, is associated with interactions from the νµ component of the neutrino population, which arises
from the decay of stopped pions in the mercury target of the SNS; this time distribution is produced by convolving the protonson-target (POT) PDF shown coarsely in a dashed gray line with an exponential decay of τ = 26 ns, the time constant for
pion decay. Muons are produced in the pion decay and the decay of these muons, a high fraction of which are stopped in the
mercury target, yields a delayed neutrino population which is shown by a dashed, burnt-orange line. The timing distribution of
the delayed neutrino population is produced via convolution of the prompt-neutrino distribution, representing muon production
from pion decay, with a 2.2-µs exponential representing the decay of those muons. Due to processing and propagation delays
of the POT signal, it is arbitrarily offset from signals in the CsI[Na]; this offset was experimentally determined by an in situ
measurement of neutron signals (see Section 2.4.1). From Reference [3].

In the analysis of Ref. [1], the energy and timing distributions of the spectral components were treated as
uncorrelated. Making this (good) approximation, the arrival-time PDFs can be used to project energy-space
PDFs into arrival-time space as well5 .
It is important to note that the timing of the POT signal is effectively arbitrary by the time it arrives at the
CsI[Na] data acquisition system, triggering the digitizer. Using data from a deployment of liquid scintillator
cells to the same location at the SNS as the CsI[Na] was eventually installed, the relative offset between
prompt neutrons and the timing signal was determined. The relative time between neutrino and promptneutron signals was taken from GEANT4 simulations and was in agreement with the value extracted from
the liquid scintillator cell data. See a discussion of the in situ neutron measurement in the Supplementary
Materials of Ref. [1]. Due to coarse time binning in the analysis, uncertainties on the timing offsets were
excluded from consideration in Ref. [1] and they are correspondingly not included here.
Results of GEANT4 simulations for the neutrino energy distribution are shown in the supplementary
materials of Ref. [1], but they are well approximated by the standard treatment for stopped pion neutrino
sources: a Michel spectrum describing the energy of the delayed population of ν µ and νe neutrinos and a
monoenergetic population of prompt νµ neutrinos with Eνµ = 29.8 MeV. This distribution is described many
places in the literature, including e.g. Ref. [6], and is seen in Fig. 5.
3. Format of data
3.1. Data
The data is saved in a comma-separated value (CSV)-format text file. There are 3 columns in each file,
and each file has some header information denoted by lines beginning with ‘#’. The columns, also described
5 Note that normalization must be considered when performing this “extension” into the time dimension. Most CEνNS
calculations would likely predict the distribution in recoil energy, so the energy distribution would carry the proper normalization;
this is the case for the prompt neutron PDF included here, as well. Consequently, the time-space PDF used to perform this
operation should be normalized to unity, which is done for the included time-space PDFs.
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Figure 5: Energy distributions for stopped-pion neutrino sources like the SNS. The delayed neutrino population has an energy
distribution described by the Michel spectrum, while the prompt νµ neutrinos are monoenergetic with Eνµ = 29.8 MeV. As this
well approximates the results of the GEANT4 simulation, use of this simple description is recommended. Image from Reference
[3].

Description

Data

Quenching factors

Comment

Filename

SNS beam on, coinc. region
SNS beam on, anti-coinc. region
SNS beam off, coinc. region
SNS beam off, anti-coinc. region
TUNL experiment
Chicago experiment

data coincidence beamOn.txt
data anticoincidence beamOn.txt
data coincidence beamOff.txt
data anticoincidence beamOff.txt
qfData tunl.txt
qfData chicago.txt
promptPDF.txt
arrivalTimePDF promptNeutrons.txt
arrivalTimePDF promptNeutrinos.txt
arrivalTimePDF delayedNeutrinos.txt
coherent parameters.yaml

Prompt neutron PDF
Arrival-time distributions
Other parameters

Prompt neutrons
Prompt neutrinos
Delayed neutrinos
YAML format

Table 2: Data filenames and the type of data stored within, specifying coincidence vs anti-coincidence waveform region and
whether or not the SNS beam was active during acquisition. All of these files are contained within the “data” directory of the
release. All are plaintext files and most are CSV formatted with the exception of parameters which can be expressed as single
values: these are contained in a YAML file. Section 3 of this text discusses the data formats, and for details of the example
Python code included in this release which reads these files, see Section 4.

in the header, represent: the central value of the bin in photoelectron space; the central value of the bin in
arrival time space; and the number of events in this bin (there is no adjustment of this value for bin width).
Table 2 relates the data filenames to the data collection stored within.
3.2. Calibration, experimental parameters, and distributions
To compactly store the relevant parameters which can be expressed by a single number with some
uncertainty, a YAML file is included which contains entries pertaining to these data points. The format of
this file is intended to be easily interpretable, with comments on the parameters included in the YAML file.
To assist in the handling of this file, a Python script is included that demonstrates accessing the entries and
retrieving their values.
YAML is a text-based, human-readable format. The presentation of the parameters stored in this file is
intended to be readily interpretable. An example entry is here:
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neutrinosPerProton:
name: N e u t r i n o s p r o d u c e d p e r SNS p r o t o n
value: 0 . 0 8
uncertainty: 0 . 0 0 8
u n i t s : nu / f l a v o r / p r o t o n
comment: |
T h i s i s t h e number o f decay −at − r e s t n e u t r i n o s produced p e r
i n c i d e n t SNS beam p r o t o n p e r n e u t r i n o f l a v o r .
The DAR n e u t r i n o s a r e e m i t t e d i s o t r o p i c a l l y .

3.2.1. Quenching factor data points
The quenching factor data points for the TUNL and Chicago experiments are stored in separate textbased CSV files, with a unique file for each experiment. Header lines begin with ‘#’ and describe the ordering
of the columns. For each experiment, data points are specified by their mean recoil energy and the measured
quenching factor at that recoil energy; symmetric uncertainties for both recoil energy and quenching factor
are included for the Chicago data, while asymmetric uncertainties are included for the TUNL data. The
horizontal uncertainties represent the spread of nuclear-recoil energies tagged for each energy point. Note
that in this treatment, the horizontal and vertical errors are correlated in a non-trivial way. In the simple
treatment of Akimov et al. [1], this effect was conservatively approximated by redefining the error on the
quenching factor as the sum in quadrature of the independently determined fractional errors on the recoil
energy and the quenching factor.
3.2.2. Prompt-neutron signal PDF and timing distributions
Similar to the format for the data, the PDF describing the PE distribution from prompt neutrons is
saved in a plain-text CSV file. Column headers, on ‘#’-specified lines, describe the column contents, which
represent the bin center (in number of photoelectrons) and the bin contents. The timing distributions for
the prompt-neutron signal and both the prompt and delayed CEνNS populations are included in the same
format: a CSV file with a ‘#’-specified header describing the columns which represent the bin centers (in
arrival time) and the bin contents (in fractional intensity).
A few comments on these distributions
• As included, the prompt neutron distribution does not have the analysis efficiency applied, and the
efficiency described by Eq. (1) must be incorporated prior to use with data; the included Python code
addresses this, see Sec. 4.
• Timing distributions are normalized to unity. When constructing 2-D PDFs in the analysis of Akimov
et al. [1], these timing distributions were multiplied with beam-exposure normalized PDFs describing
expected count rates in terms of photoelectrons.
4. Example code
Included in this release, in the “code” directory, are some example Python scripts which make basic use
of the data. Many of these scripts produce images which can be compared with those shown in Fig. 6.
coherent readDataExample.py produces an image like that shown in Fig. 6a, depicting the 2-D histogram
built from the coincidence-region, beam-on data
coherent readPromptPDF.py parses the included PDF describing the photoelectron distribution expected
from prompt SNS neutrons; it produces an image overlaying the raw distribution with the expected
distribution in the CsI[Na] data, having applied the efficiency cut of Eq. (1), as can be seen in Fig. 6b
coherent readParameters.py reads the included YAML file which contains relevant parameters that can
be expressed as single numbers
8

coherent readTiming.py reads the included timing distributions for signals from prompt neutrons and all
neutrinos, producing a plot like that shown in Fig. 6c
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(c) Image of timing distributions for both neutron
and neutrino components of the signal, produced by
coherent readTiming.py
Figure 6: Images produced with the included Python scripts. Plot (a) shows the 2-D data from the beam-on, coincidence region;
(b) is the expected contribution per GW-hr exposure from prompt SNS neutrons; and (c) shows the timing distributions for the
prompt-neutron background contribution as well as both the prompt and delayed CEνNS components, restricted to the first 6
µs. In all cases, the bin contents are absolute and have no multiplicative factor associated with bin width. See a discussion of
the timing distributions in the caption of Figure 4 and the text of Section 2.4.1.

5. Usage
5.1. Citing this release
If you make use of this data in your work, the COHERENT Collaboration requests that you cite both
Akimov et al. [1] in addition to the Zenodo posting of this dataset. Suggested formatting for the Zenodo
citation is (replacing xxxx.xxxxx with the arXiv ID for this document):
D. Akimov et al. (2018). COHERENT Collaboration data release from the first observation of
coherent, elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering [Data set]. Zenodo. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1228631.
arXiv: xxxx.xxxxx [nucl-ex].
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5.2. Development of steady-state background PDF
The beam-on, AC data provides a sample of the steady-state background component that is expected
to be present in the C-region (“signal”) data as well. By treating this data as uncorrelated in energy and
time, it is possible to avoid some issues that may be introduced by the limited statistics of the sample. In
Akimov et al. [1], the AC data was projected onto the time axis and an exponential was fit to this projection;
the exponential shape is used as an effective model as this background component is expected to represent
the arrival time of accidental signals. This exponential, normalized to unity, was then multiplied by the
AC data projected onto the photoelectron axis to produce a 2-D PDF representing the accidental, steadystate background component. The overall normalization of this component was constrained by a Poisson
distribution with µ equal to the number of counts in the AC-region data.
5.3. General comments on use
Robust independent analysis of this data of course requires many steps which diverge from the basic
examples provided in the code accompanying this release. A generic outline may be as follows
1. Perform a calculation of the expected nuclear recoil distribution from CEνNS, describing a shape in
keVnr, using e.g., Equation 11 in Ref. [7]
2. Utilize knowledge of the quenching factor for nuclear recoils in CsI[Na] (measurements of which are
included here) to convert the distribution into electron-equivalent energy (keVee)
3. Convert the electron-equivalent energy distribution into a distribution in photoelectrons, using the
241
Am light-yield calibration included in this release
4. For the predicted CEνNS and prompt-neutron distributions in PE space, binned with bin widths of 1
PE, apply the acceptance described by Eq. (1)
5. Compare the acceptance-applied, predicted PE distribution from CEνNS, summed appropriately with
background models representing the steady-state and prompt-neutron components, with the observed
data, calculating a likelihood or χ2
6. Adjust floating parameters in CEνNS cross-section model and iterate to minimize/maximize chosen
criterion
In performing an analysis like that outlined here, one must make use of the calibrations and associated
uncertainties included in this release to produce appropriate distributions in photoelectron-space, including
uncertainties, which may then be compared with the data.
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